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ABSTRACT: There is a move in computer graphics
toward more correctly simulating the world being
modeled in hopes of achieving more realistic and
interesting still images and animation. An
important component of this move is the use of
dynamics, i.e. considering the world as masses
acting under the influence of forces and torques.
Dynamics can be useful in providing inverse
kinematics, constraints, collisions, and, in general,
helping produce realistic positions and rates of
motion. However, it is computationally expensive,
involved to program, and complex to control. This
paper is a summary of some useful information
necessary for simulating the motion of bodies for
computer animation.
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What is Dynamics and
What can it buy us?
Dynamics refers to the description of motion as the relationship
between forces and torques acting on masses. If we treat the
objects modeled in computer graphics as masses and apply forces
and torques to them, we can use physics to frnd out the motion
these masses should undergo. This motion should mimic the
motion that would actually occur to such masses in the real world,
hence dynamics simulates the motion, rather than just animating

ir.
Dynamics is useful for a number of reasons: it can help
restrict motion to that which is realistic in the world modeled;
it can automatically frnd many kinds of complex motion with
minimal user input (e.g., motion due to gravity); it can
automatically impose many kinds of constraints (e.g., preventing
intersection of colliding bodies); it can be used to move complex
bodies in natural way; etc.
Dynamics is problematic as a technique for motion control in
computer animation because it is (often) computationally
expensive, and because controlling the motion is (often) difficult.
However, it shows considerable potential for manipulating and
animating bodies, and merits further investigation. This paper
attempts to provide enough basic information to let anyone
simulate simple objects using dynamics.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation grant number
CCR-8606519 and UCSC fellowship 660177-19900. An earlier version of this paper
was presented at the 1987 USENIX Computer Graphics Vy'orkshop.
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How to do it
To use dynamics to frnd the motion of objects, frrst the dynamics
equations of motion which describe how masses will move under
the influence of forces and torques must be set up. Though there
are a number of ways to formulate the equations, they all should
give the same solution (they refer to the same world). second,
the
equations must be solved for acceleration. Third,, they must be
integrated to frnd the new velocity and, position, given the
acceleration. once the new positions are available, the object can
be animated.
There are many books discussing dynamics; unless some
speciflc reference needs to be made, most of the physics in this
paper relies upon these references.s,t2,2t,2t,26 Robotics books
are
often useful.16,22 The following references pertaining to use of
dynamics for computer animation may also be
useful.

r, 2, 3, 27,28,2e,30,31

A right-handed coordinate system with a right-hand screw rule
for rotations is assumed, and vectors are premultiplied by
matrices to change coordinate frames. (This is more in keeping
with robotics and physics usage than computer graphics.) Note
that considerable variation in conventions is found in the
literature; keep in mind which frame and which screw rule is
used.l6,22

Matrices will be in upper case boldface type (J), vectors in
lower case boldface (Ð, and scalars in italic type (m). subscripts
will be used to describe the axis for vectors (c, is the position of
the center of mass along the x-axis), and to further deicribe the
value when necessary (f g.,i,, is the force of gravity acting on the
i-th segment along the x-axis). superscripts will be used to
indicate the frame of reference being used, when necessary (c/," is
the above seen in terms of the instantaneous position of tne
7-l¡
coordinate frame).
Table I is a handy reference for the meaning of terms.
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Meaning of Terms
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= externa.l aPPlied torw

Scalars
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segrnent throøgh

= force applíed. onto pdrent of a segnent thrangh ø jolnt

Particles: Point Masses
To illustrate the method on a very simple object, consider the
motion of a point mass (a particle) in three-dimensions.
Dynamics can be done in two dimensions and it's much easier,
but also much less interesting.
Some simple bodies can be adequately modelled using
dynamics on point masses. It is also possible to effectively model
flexible bodies dynamically as masses connected by springs.13,rs
Flexible bodies can also be modelled using elasticity theory.zs

Information Needed
INVARIANT INFoRMATIoN The only extra piece of
constant information necessary to dynamically animate particles is
the mass of the particle. (Dynamics can be done on a particle of
changing mass but it's probable that, for computer graphicar
purposes, constant mass is a reasonable assumption.)
VARIABLE INF)RMATION Variable data needed for
dynamically animating particles include the present position p (a
3D vector representing x, y, and z-coordinates) and the present
velocity v (also a 3D vector representing the present motion of the
particle). (Again, other coordinate systems could be used, but the
cartesian x,y,z system seems reasonable.) The fact that three
numbers are needed to specify the position implies that the
particle has three degrees of freedom of motion.
Also needed are the force f (a 3D vector with components
pulling along the x, y, and z-axes) being applied. If a number of
forces are pulling at once, the vectors representing the individual
forces are added to get a net force.
Equations

According to Newton's second Law, the dynamics of a particle
can be stated as

f = m,

I

where f is the force (a 3D vector representing the components of
the force along each cartesian axis) acting on the particle, m is the
mass of the particle, and a is the acceleration that the particle will
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undergo. Typically, force is in Newtons (kilogams'meters/second2),
mass is in kilograms, and acceleration is in meters/second2.
This vector equation really represents three scalar equations,
one for each Cartesian axis. These three equations are

fx = ma,
fy = ma.,
.f" = ma,

la

lb
lc

The Second Law Equation is a differential equation, because
the acceleration is a function of time. The equation can be also
stated

-dv
t:*ä

2

because the acceleration is really the derivative (rate ofchange)

of

the velocity over time. (The force may also vary with time.)
Similarþ, it could be stated

r- = ---dtP
dtz
because the velocity is the derivative of the position over time,

and, thus, acceleration is the second derivative of the position.
Solving the Equations of Motion

If the user provides the particle mass and the applied force, it is
easy to see that solving these three independent equations will
give the acceleration that the particle will undergo along each
Cartesian axis, by dividing by the mass. For example, for x

'm
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f"

3

Integrating to Find
the New Velocity and Posítion
The above equations provide the acceleration, but not the
position. A simple method of integrating this equation is referred
to as the Euler method. It is a numerical (= approximate)
solution whose inaccuracy increases as does the acceleration or the
time steps used. The Euler method assumes the present velocity
(e.9. at time i ) is known and the velocity a bit (al) further on in
time is needed. The new velocity will be

vi+l - Y¡ + a¡õt

5

Again, this is really three separate equations. For example, for x

Vi+l,x=lt¡,, lA¡,¡ôt

5a

This gives an approximation of the new velocity, but only an
approximation. See Figure l, which represents how the velocity is
really changing over time. A point on the curve at time t¡
represent the velocity at a particular time l¡. The arrow leaving
the curve at a tangent represents the instantaneous acceleration at
that time, found from Equation 4 in the previous section. The
Euler approximation amounts to moving ðr units along the time
axis and assumes the new velocity is where the arrow is at time
ti + ôt. Note this is not on the curve. How far off the curve it is
depends on how much the curve is bending away from the arrow
and how large ôr is. v/ith reasonably small time steps this method
can be used without too much trouble arising.
Given the new velocity, the new position can be found by the
same method

Þ¡+r=p¡+v¡ôt +laiAt2
Again, this is really three separate equations. For x,

p¡+t,x = pi,x

+

viÍôt

+

6a

ta¡,*At2

The same inaccuracy problem occurs when frnding the new

position. There are better methods of numerical integration,

such

as the Runge-Kutta method.o
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Velocity

ti+õt
Figure

l.

Controlling the Motion
Controlling particles is fairly simple. The user need only supply
an external force as one 3D vector, or as a normalized (length 1)
3D vector representing the direction ofthe force and a scalar
magnitude representing the strength of the force. It might be
desirable to have gravity act on the particle. The gravitational
force f". is the product of a gravitational acceleration (about
9.81 meters/second2 on earth, acting toward the earth's center)
times the particle mass.
Others forces that might be of interest involve collisions with
other objects, and are discussed briefly below.

Rigid Bodies: Extended Masses
Assuming that the objects are extended masses, not point masses,
complicates things considerably. For now, assume that these
extended masses are rigid, and do not change shape or mass.
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Information Needed
INVARIANT INFORMATION The necessary constant
information includes the mass m of the object, the center of mass
c of the object (the balance point), and a way to describe how the
mass is distributed about the center of mass. The mass is a
simple scalar.
The center of mass is a 3D vector describing a location in
space. This could be a vector from the origin of the world
(inertial) space within which all objects are placed, but then this
vector would change as the object moved. It is better to assume
some local coordinate frame frxed to the object and describe the
center of mass relative to this local frame. As long as the location
of the local frame relative to the world frame is known, it is easy
to find the world space center of mass if necessary. Typically such
a local frame is already used to describe the geometry of objects
for graphics. If the center of mass is not known, picking a point
roughly at the center of the object generally is sufficient.
Describing the mass distribution can be more complex,
particularly if the mass of the objects is not symmetrically
distributed about the local coordinate frame. Mass distribution
for symmetrical objects requires three moments of inertia, one
about each axis.

I- : I(y, + z2¡dm
t, = I@' + z2¡dm
I" : I@2 + yz¡dm

7a

7b
7c

i.e., the sum of the masses of each particle making up the object
(dm) multiplied by the square of its perpendicular distance from
the axis.
For symmetrical bodies there are simple ways of calculating
these moments of inertia. For example, for a box with origin at
the center of mass with dimensions c in x, b in y, and a in z, the
moments of inertia around the center of mass are26

I,=#*r"'+b2)
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.1
- : I
Iy
i*@' + c2)

8b

," = #*(b2 + cz)

8c

Often this bounding box is a close enough approximation.
If the object is not symmetrical, the three products of inertia
must also be found. (For objects symmetrically arranged around a
center of mass, the products of inertia relative to the center of
mass are all zero.) The products of inertia are shown below.
(Note that occasionally products of inertia are predefined as
negative quantities, making terms involving them change sign in
the dynamics equations.)r2

I, = ln, dm
I* = fxz dm
I* = [wdm

9a

9b
9c

The units for moments and products of inertia in the SI
(metric) system are kilogram -meters2.
Often the moments and products of inertia are arranged in a
3x3 inertial tensor matrix for using in the equations of motion.

'r

=

I

I, -I*u-1,,1

L_:r:li, íl

10

Estimating the moments of inertia for simple symmetrical
bodies is not hard. It is also quite straightforward to flnd the
moments and products of inertia about any axes or points in
space given this information. For example, to flnd these values
for the axes of a second coordinate system whose major axes are
parallel to the previously described frame originating at the center
of mass, but displaced by (Ax,Ay,Az'¡, the new values are

I, = L + m(Ly2+A,22)
Iy = Iy + m(Ax2+A,22)
I, = I" + m(Lxz+^y2)
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lla
llb
llc

Iry = I*y * m Lx Ay
Ir" = Ir" + m Ax Lz
Iy" = In" + m Ay A,z

lLa

lzb
l2c

Suppose that the new frame is both rotated and translated
from the old. (Note that this case be may avoidable in
simulations, however, it is worth examining.) The values relative
to the new frame (f') can be derived from the original center of
mass frame (f') in two steps. The first step is to create a frame
(/) which is parallel to the original frame f but displaced so that
its origin is at the desired location of the origin of frame /,. This
new frame / is created by using Equations I I and 12. Next the
values for the rotated and translated frame f, can be derived from
/ as follows. One needs the direction cosínes describing how the
new x-axis is related to the old x-axis (a.s¡,arc,a2s), the new y-axis
to the old y-axis (aü,a11,a21), and the new z-axis to the old z-axis
(as2,a n,a22).17 '26

The 3x3 rotation matrix representing the orientation of a
frame can be thought of as three direction cosine (column) vectors
defining the axes of the frame. Column 0 represents the new xaxis, column I the new y-axis, and column 2 the new z-axis. (To
be convinced of this relationship, try transforming the original
axes vectors ((1,0,0),(0,1,0),(0,0,1)) by the rotation matrix.)

I

oss a¡, aof,

I

a2s a21

D¿: I arc an anl

t3

a22l

Now, the new moments and products of inertia (11,, etc.) given
those found above in a frame parallel to that centered on the
center of gravity (Il, etc.) are found by

Í' =D* l'

DT

l4

which, expanded, is

I'" :

I"afis + Ira$1 + I"afi2

-

2lrrassa¡1

-

2lr"assas2

l5a

-

2lr"aopoz
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I'y =

Ira?o + Inall +

-

2lrrarca11

-

I,al2

l5b

2lr"anat2

-

2lrranLn

I'y: I"a\o + Ira]1 + I"a|2

15c

- 2lrra2¡a21 - 2ltra2sar, - ZIv azt dzz
I'ry = (aooan + as1arc)Iry + (a¡san + as2arc)I)c,
+ (auaz + a62a¡)Iy2 - (aooarcI* * aslanly + as2anI .\
I'r" : (aooazt + a's1a2s)Ixy + (a'6sa22 + a¡2a.2ç)I¡,
+

(as1a22

+ a21as2)Iy,

-

(aooazol*

15d

l5e

* a¡1a¡Iy + a's2a22lr)

(y, = (arcazt + a1Q2s)Iay + Gtrca22 + a2sa'nY)e
+ (a¡a22 + apa21\Iy, - (arcazol* + a¡a21Iy + apa'22l ,)

15f

This may seem like a drastic amount of trouble, but actually it
can be programmed as subroutines and made invisible to the user.
In fact, approximate quantities can be found by merely providing
a boundary box around the center of mass and assuming some
default density to the material (e.g. 1 kilogram /meter3). The
dimensions of the boundary box (a,b,c) can be used to find the
volume (axbxc meters3). Multiplying the density by the volume
gives the mass. The center of mass can be assumed to be the
center of the bounding box. The moments of inertia around the
center of mass can be found from Equation 8 above; the products
of inertia will be zero. If the frame is not at the center of mass
but translated away from it, Equations 11 and 12 can be used to
frnd the moments and products of inertia relative to this new
frame. If the frame is rotated, Equation 14 (or its equivalent
Equation 15) can be used to find the new moments and products
of inertia.
VARIABLE INFORMATION Rigid bodies have six degrees of
freedom. Three are translational degrees of freedom as with point
masses. Three are rotational degrees of freedom describing how
the body is oriented toward some frame of reference. Assuming a
local coordinate frame fixed to the object, the translational degrees
of freedom may represent displacement relative to a flxed inertial
world frame aies, or along the present local frame axes (or any
other axes). Similarþ, the orientation degrees of freedom may
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refer to rotation about the world space axes, or about the present
local frame axes.
Here the order of rotations will be fixed as x-rotation, then yrotation, then z-rotation. These are called Euler rotations. Euler
rotations can come in various orders; using the order x, then y,
then z, the x-rotation is relative to the original x-axis, the yrotation is about the y-axis created by the x-rotation, and the zrotation is about the z-axis created by the former two rotations. It
is often sensible to assume the local z-axis represents the
longitudinal axis of the body, when there is an obvious
longitudinal axis.
The other variant information involves the forces f and
torques r which cause motion to occur. If a number of forces are
acting on the body, their total translational effect can be found by
merely summing them. The center of mass of the body will move
translationally as if it were a particle mass influenced by one net
force.
A torque is similar to a force, except that it causes a rotational
motion about a particular axis. Torques can be represented as 3D
vectors describing their components about an x, y, and z-axis.
Torque vectors'net action can be found by summing them.
If all forces are applied at the center of mass, they produce no
torque; however, a force acting at a point on the body other than
the center of mass will also cause a torque. To frnd a torque
about a coordinate frame's axes due to a force f (f,lrl) applied
at point p (x,y,z) (both defrned relative to this frame), compute
the cross product:

pxf
" =

l6

This gives:

rx : f"! - frz
,, = f"z - f"x
¡z = fyx - fr!

l6a
16b

l6c

Often the motion of the rigid body in terms of its body-frxed
frame is desired and the point of application of the force is in
terms of this frame, but the external force is more naturally given
in terms of the world inertial frame. An external force (or any
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other quantity) defined in the inertial frame can be converted into
the local frame by multiplying it by the matrix defrning how the
world frame is oriented as seen from the local frame. This matrix
is the inverse (which in this case is the transpose) of the matrix
defining how the local frame is defrned relative to the world
frame.
If multiple forces and torques are acting upon a body, these six
important net values (three force, three torque) can be easily
found (for motion relative to the local frame) by summing the
forces (in local terms) to find the net f, finding the torques caused
by these forces using Equation 16, and summing these torques
with any active pure torques to frnd the net torque (r). This
effectively removes the torque component from the forces. After
this is done, the net force effectively is applied to the origin of the
local frame. The local frame need not be at the center of mass for
this to be true.
Equøtions

With rigid bodies, dynamics become somewhat less trivial. There
are a number of formulations, and here a brief description of the
Euler method is presented. The Euler method is, perhaps, one of
the more intuitive formulations. The Armstrong method for
articulated body dynamics presented in the next section can, of
course, also be used for a simple non-articulated body.
The Euler method creates six equations: three are the
translational equations of motion relating the linear acceleration
and mass to the force, and three are the rotational equations of
motion relating the angular acceleration and mass distribution to
the torque. Altogether, they specify the behavior of the six
degrees of freedom of a free rigid body. Much of this discussion
comes from Wells.26
The 3D vector version of the translational equations describing
the motion of the center of mass is familiar, e.g.

f = ma

l7

or, as 3 scalar equations,

fr=mar ) fy--ma, i f"=ma"
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l.7a,b,c

where f is the net force and a is the linear acceleration of the
center of mass relative to inertial space. This is because the
center of mass acts as if the whole body mass were located there
and all forces are acting at that point. The effect of these forces
on rotation comes out in the rotational equations.
The force and linear acceleration could be expressed relative
to any axis, e.g. the instantaneous local axis frxed to the body, by
taking the proper components. However, they must both be
expressed relative to the same frame. This is an important point,
if the user inputs the force f ' relafive to the inertial world
coordinate frame and wants the linear acceleration a/ in terms of
the local frame, direction cosines (= rotation matrices) can be
used to find the components of the world space force relative to
the local frame. Another way of looking at this is to take the dot
product of the force vector (f,fy,f with each axis vector (e.g., for
")
the x-axis, (as¡,ap,ct2s)). The force component along the local xaxis would be

ft, = fTaoo + fîarc + .fîazo

18

The rotational equations for motion about the center of mass
are also quite simple, assuming the products of inertia ate zeÍo
and that either the local frame is at the center of mass or the
origin of the local frame is frxed in world space. In this case,

r, = Irot, + (I" - In),';r,'s"
r, = Inøu+Q"-[")ura"
r" : Iro" + (Iy - Ir)a"a,

19a

r9b

l9c

where all values are assumed relative to the local body-fixed
frame. c¿ is the angular velocity of the local frame relative to the
inertial frame but expressed in terms of local frame axes. ó is the
angular acceleration. <.r is typically in radians /second and ó in
radians /second2. t is the torque acting on the body.
Should one not be so lucky, the more general form of the
equations is below. All values are relative to a single coordinate
frame, which may be an inertial frame, but is (for our case)
probably the instantaneous position and orientation of a bodyfixed local coordinate frame. c refers to the location of the center
of mass relative to this frame. a refers to linear acceleration of
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the origin of this frarne. All other values are in terms of this
frame as well. First, the vector form of the equations is

I = ma-mcxti+ma x(<.rxc)
r: Jó+ mc xa+<.¡xJcr¡

20

2l

Expanded this gives

.f, = m(a, -,r(&, + t|) + cr(øra, -,i") + cr(o;rt;, + óy))
.fy = m(ar+ cr(otrtor+ ó") - cr(c'?r+ <,;|)+ c"(arør-,;r))
f" = m(a" + cax@z - ,ir) + cr(torto" + ór) - c"1ø2* + ø1,))
r, = m(a"c, - anc") + Irø, + (I"-Io)oryos" +
Irr(osrø" - òr) - Ir"(a*a, + õ") + t*(r} - 4,)
r, : m(arc, - a"cr) + Irò, + (I*-Ir)ara" +
Iy"(arø, - ,;t") - I.(øuos, + ó") + I*(,':2t - ,':l)
r" = m(arc, - arcy) + I"a" + (Ir-Ir)arø, +
Ir"(ana" - ór) - Iy"(osr,rs" + cir) + I*Q?, - r?.¡

20a
20b

20c

2la

2Lb

2lc

Solving and Integrating the Equations

Note the equations are simple to solve in the direct direction,
given accelerations, find the forces and torques; however, here one
wants to frnd linear and angular accelerations given forces and
torques (assuming the present position and velocity are known).
Thus, there are (at worst) six equations in six unknowns (a,ay,a",
¿),,@y, ó,). Gaussian elimination or similar methods can be used to
solve for accelerations. The Euler method of numerical
integration is sometimes adequate for integration.
Controlling the Motion
Rigid bodies can be controlled by a combination of applied
torques and applied forces. Applied torques cause a rotational
motion about the axes they refer to (e.9. the body-fixed local
frame) and require a 3D vector. Applied forces involve a 3D force
vector (as with point masses) and also a 3D location vector
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describing where the force is being applied. Typically the location
vector will be specified in the local frame.
Net force is found by summing force vectors irrespective of
point of application. Net torque is found by taking the torque
caused by these forces (using Equation 16) as well as any pure
torques and summing these. These six values are used in the six
equations of motion.

Articulated Bodies
Articulated bodies can be thought of as rigid segments connected
together by joints. There are numerous formulations of the
dynamics equations for rigid bodies, but again, they all come
down to the same thing. Some possible choices are the Euler
equations,26 the Gibbs-Appell formulatio n,14,21, 27 the Armstrong
recursive formulation,l,2 and the Featherstone recursive
formulation.T The Euler method does not deal very nicely with
constraints at joints. The Gibbs-Appell equations, described in
appalling detail elsewhere,2z have been used for graphical
simulation but in a non-recursive form that is O(n4) in
complexity. This is computationally untenable, but if a recursive
formulation could be found it still might be a reasonable method,
as it allows considerable flexibility in designing joints. The
Featherstone method is recursive and linear in the number of
joints, and is flexible in the types of joints, and is worth exploring.
The Armstrong method is recursive and linear in the number
joints
of
and will be described in some detail here. It has the
slight disadvantage that it can only accommodate bodies with
freedom of movement relative to the world (6 degrees of freedom
from the body tree root and the world) and three rotary degrees
of freedom at each joint. Also bodies must be representable as
tree structures. This is fine for most animalistic frgures, and
further constraints can be applied on top of the basic dynamics
using external forces or other more devious methods. The
Armstrong method has been used in graphics modeling and the
author is using it at present, using a modified version of code
originally provided by Bill Armstrong and Mark Green at the
University of Alberta.
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The Armstrong method can be thought of as an extension of
the Euler equations with multiple segments (connected rigid
bodies). Again, there are at most six equations for each joint (one
for each degree of freedom of motion). The real difference comes
in the components of the torques and forces. One must consider
not only applied forces and torques on the segment, but forces
percolating down onto the segment from the child segments, and
reaction forces at the joint between the segment and its parent.
The following equations are described in detail in Armstrong and
Green's 1985 paper.2 They are repeated here in sligþtly different
terms to show their equivalence to the Euler formulations above.

Information
The same information is needed for articulated bodies made of
rigid segments as for non-articulated rigid bodies, plus a tree
describing how the segments are connected together. Each
segment can have at most one parent and zero or more children.
For convenience, the local frame should originate at the proximal
(nearer to the root) joint of a segment and the longitudinal axis of
the segment should be the local z-axis. If this convention is
followed, the third Euler rotation at a joint will always cause a
longitudinal rotation.
In simulating people and other animals, biology and
biomechanics books are useful sources of information on the
nature of organic tissue, dimensions, etc. NASA's book on
anthropometry is also a handy reference.2o

Armstrong Formulation
The Armstrong formulation is based upon the six Euler equations
described above as Equations 20 and 21. Everything is expressed
in terms of the instantaneous location and orientation of the
frame of the i -th segment.

li : //t¡t¡ - tïI¡C¡x ó¡ + ftt¡<ù¡ x(c.r¡ x c¡)
ri = J¡å¡1tlt¡C¡ Xâ¡*o4xJ¡o4
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22
23

In Equation 22, the frrst term on the right comes from the
linear acceleration of frame i, the second from the angular
acceleration of frame i, and the third term from the centrifugal
force due to rotation of the frame. In Equation 23, the flrst term
on the right is the rate of change of the angular momentum, the
second is due to the acceleration of the frame. and the third is
due to the rotation of the frame.
If the body is articulated, the influence of neighboring
segments must be considered as well as external applied pushes
and pulls. The force can be further broken up into
f ¡ = Ín¡tgn,¡ tf

+

-f

rcpar,i
"rt,i )f
All these are expressed in terms of the i -th local frame. rntgm,i
(= I g,,,) is the force due to gravity acting on the mass of segment
i. f r*t,¡ is the net external force acting on frame i. f ror,¡ is the net
force due to each son of segment i acting on segment i through
the joint joining them. f topar,i is the net force that segment i is
applying to its parent. This force is applied by the parent back
onto the son to keep the two from separating (as described in
Newton's Third Law), so it is negative in this equation.
The torques acting on segment i can also be broken into
components
son,i

r¡ = lll¡C¡ X tgrv,i + refi,i + )(rron,i + lron X f ,on) - rropar,i

24
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The first term on the right, m¡c¡ x rrr,i (= rgn,i), describes the
effect of gravity acting on the center of mass of the segment and
causing a torque at the proximal joint. rr*¡,¡ is the net external
torque applied to the segment i. rson,i is the torque that a son of
segment i is applying to segment i at the joint between them.
l"onxf ,on is the torque due to the force a son segment is applying
onto segment i . l ron is a vector from the origin of segment i to the
joint between segment i and its son son it terms of frame i. rtopo,.i
is the torque that segment i is applying to its parent segment.
Forces acting directly on segment i are assumed to have been
analyzed to frnd their torque component acting on segment i and
this added to the applied external torques z¡.
Finally, one more vector equation is needed that relates the
acceleration of the parent and son segments. The right side
describes the acceleration of the son's proximal hinge due to the
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the acceleration, angular acceleration, and centrifugal acceleration
of the parent ,. All are in terms of the axes of frame i.
rson

: ri -

lron

x ó; +

<o¡

x

(crl¡

x l"on)
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One thing to keep in mind is that though the motion is being
described in terms of the axes of frame l, the motion is relative to
inertial space, not the parent. That is, the velocity is not relative
to the parent, which may also be moving on its own, but an
inertial motion that includes the motion of the segment about its
joint to the parent plus any motion that parent may be involved
in relative to the world.

Solving the Equations Recursively
Because the body is limited to a tree structure, effects of other
segments on a particular segment is limited to effects of sons and

parent on this segment. This makes it possible to solve the
equations recursively. First the linear relationship between
angular and linear acceleration, and between linear acceleration
and the reactive force on the parent, must be recognized. K and
M are recursive coefficient matrices which relate linear
acceleration to angular acceleration (ó) and to reactive force on
the parent (1 ,ooor), respectively. d includes other constituents of
the angular acceleration and f includes other constituents of the
force on the parent. For each segment i,

ói = K¡a¡+d¡
f topar,i - M, L¡ I f'¡

27
28

Note that the reactive force I topar,i acting on the parent j of
segment i is one of the f
forces seen from this parent (see
"on;
Equation 2$. By some deft maneuvering (described in more
detail in Armstrong and Green's 1985 paper), the dynamics
equations can be restated using this relationship. The four
recursive coefficients for each segment can be found in an inward
pass from the leaves of the body tree to the root. Then this
information can be used to frnd the accelerations of each segment
from the root back to the leaves. The root segment has no parent,
so it has no reactive force on a parent and Equation 28 can be
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solved for the root's linear acceleration. This can be used in
Equation 27 to find the angular acceleration of the root. This
process is repeated outward using the relationship in Equation 26
to flnd the linear acceleration of the son links and using this to
find their angular acceleration.
The actual steps are shown below.z Note that Rtrpo" signifres a
3 x 3 rotation matrix that takes vectors in a local frame into its
parent frame, ¿sÍpfromoa'signifies a 3x3 rotation matrix that
takes vectors in a parent frame into a son frame, and that these
two are transposes of each other. ptowortd signifies a 3x3 rotation
matrix that takes vectors in a local frame into the world frame,
4¡1d pfromwo'ld signifres a 3 x 3 rotation matrix that takes vectors
from the world frame into a local frame, and these two are also
transposes of each other.
It is useful to compute the cross-product operation using a
tilde matnx. The tilde matrix for a vector a is a 3x3 matrix that
when postmultiplied by a vector b gives the same result as the

cross-productaxb. Thus,âb = axb.

a:

I!t, xttl

29

INWARD PASS The inward pass computes the 4 recursive
coefficients and some other useful quantities that are used often.
(I have slightly simplified this step. Readers are invited to flnd
more quantities to efficiently precompute.) This step can be
divided into two passes: one (the slowband) need only be done
occasionally; the other (the fastband) needs to be done each time
through the dynamics loop. Remember subscripts indicate which
segment the value refers to, and superscripts indicate which frame
the value is in terms of (the default is frame i ). The equations are
repeated for each segment. Summations are over all sons of
segment i.
The slowband calculations for a segment i are these:
îc,son

Qson

= a¡x(a¡ xlror)

30

= Rt'Z?flvr'ånRfromPar
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Wro, = lronQron

32

T, : (J¡ + )

33

(Wron iron))-t

K¡ = T¡()Wrr,

M, :

(m¡õ¡)K¡

-

m¡ö¡)

- m¡I + )

34

(Q,on(f

- i,x,¡

35

Along the way, torque and force information is accumulated
for each segment, rooor. ilectrrlulates torques, and f, accumulates
forces. Note this assumes that external torques (rrn,¡) are being
defined in terms of the local frame (and include torques due to
external forces), but external forces (ß rn,) are in terms of the
world space frame.
f

a,part,i

fn,¡

-<o;x(J;xco;) + rLxt,¡ + (mic¡) x

-@i x

Q,:¡

R{omworur*1y

x (m¡c¡)) + R{o^'o'^(¡Yi{!! +

m¡riff!!)
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The following equations are the fastband, and should be done
each time through the dynamics loop.

= ro,part,i-rtopar,i+>ßttrf'ffúor,ro)
d; : T¡(ro,¡ + )(lr, x(Rt"f,f'1'srfl1+Qrooar,ro)))
l'¡ = f o,i+(m¡c¡) xd¡+
>(R'rf,f'f' ro, I Q ror(t r.rr, - lronxd ¡))
ro,i
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}UTWARD PASS This completes the work traversing the
tree inward. Now the tree is traversed outward; again the work
can be divided into a slow and fastband depending on whether the
information should be updated each time. First the important
accelerations of the root segment, the only one capable of
translating freely.

ùroot
@root

:

4l

-(l,{root)-lf.'root
K roott root

I

ll

,oot

42

For the rest of the segments on the way out to the leaves

ù¡ =

P{o^no'1ar,i*, +

@i: K¡a¡+d¡
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îlfü -

l!"

x,)foti)

43

44

f topar,i

if

: M;a¡

+

f';
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needed to check the solution.

INTEGRATION Now integration can be performed to find
the new positions and velocities. This again consists of a step that
needs to be done each time period, and a step that can possibly be
done less often.
This step is done each time period. ôø signifles an angular
change vector accumulating orientation changes. Remember that
while these values are defined in terms of the local frame
orientation, they are inertial, including motion not only at the
joint to the parent but all motion of all ancestors back to the
world. For each segment,
@new

ïxtnew

= too¡¿+õtlvl

46

=

47

õuo¡¿+6ta

For the root segment, the linear motion is also of interest.
The linear motion of the other segments (here relative to the
world space frame orientation) can be calculated from their
angular motion.

õtRto'o'tdùr"*
pg{,ld = pifítd + õtv n",

vW{}d

=

"Yfítd

+
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Finally, the rotation matrices at the slowband rate are updated
from distal to proximal (leaves to root). (Reset ôu to zero after
this operation.)

R'f!#'=R',jfd"U

+ôu)

50

This matrix should be orthonormalized to reduce error
accumulation.e

Finally,

eaeh Rtopo' and

its inverse can be calculated

R'f!,îl,on

: R{#r,y-aR'ix,f:!!,

5l

Armstrong and Green2 suggest that the numerical instability
that sometimes accumulates and causes bodies to flail about can
be reduced by reducing the time step ô/ or by artifrcially
increasing the moments of inertia about longitudinal axes. The
latter method may produce some anomalous behavior, however.
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Control Issues

It is not terribly difficult to write subroutines to do the dynamics
explained above (or to borrow the code from a friendly spirit who
has done it before). The open questions involve how to use this
dynamic ability to get desirable motion and simulate constraints
nicely. Some hints at solving these problems are presented in this
section, but a great deal of work remains to be done before we can
watch simulated animals moving realistically about on our
computer screens under total dynamic control.
Clearly, the way to control the motion is to supply forces and
torques that cause or restrict motion, either directly or through
sophisticated preprocessors. Control could also be supplied in the
form of extra constraint equations that limit the degrees of
freedom involved. This method will not be discussed here.

Automatically Obvious: Gravity
The effect of gravity is easily calculated given the gravitational
acceleration (about 9.81m /secz on the earth's surface). Assuming
the y-axis points away from the center of the earth, the force
acting on the center of mass of each rigid body is

îgrv

= (0,-9.81,0)z

52

The torque due to this force acting in the body frxed coordinate
frame is

tg.=cxfg.
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External Dynamic Control
The user can shove the body about by applying forces and torques
directly.
External Applied Torques

A pure external torque causes rotation ofthe body about an axis,
and is specifred by a 3D torque vector which is added to the net
torque vector r usod in the dynamics equations for rotation.
External Applied Forces
Forces require both a 3D vector for the force itselfand a 3D
vector for its point of application. If is often most convenient to
specify the force in terms of world space coordinates (converting
it to the coordinates of the local frame of the segment upon which
it is acting before doing the dynamics equations). The force itself
is added to the net force used in the translational equations of
motion f.
The position of the force is essential because the force may
also cause a torque, depending upon where it is applied. It is
usually most convenient to specify the torque in terms of the local
coordinate frame, e.9., pick a local point of application p. The
torque due to the force is found by Equation 16.

Internal Control
Internal control is mostly relevant to moving an articulated body
in the way robots and animals move themselves, by applying
torques and forces between neighboring segments. As the
dynamics formulation described for articulated bodies only
accommodates rotary joints, only internal torques, not forces will
be mentioned.
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Internal Torques
For the torque to be internal, e.9., simulating a muscle that acts
upon two neighboring segments in an equal and opposite fashion,
it should contribute to the net torque on one segment and its
negative should contribute to the net torque on its neighbor.
Internal torques are also useful for simulating joint limits, e.g.,
to keep the arm from bending backwards at the elbow. Rotary
spring and damper combinations or exponential torques can be
used to simulate them.
Positional Suggestions

Moving bodies about by suggesting forces and torques is less than
intuitive. Motion is usually imagined kinematically, as changes in
position. It is still possible to take advantage of dynamics but
have the user think in positional terms by providing a (more or
less) intelligent preprocessing step that converts positional
suggestions to forces and torques that will accomplish them.
Internal Posítional Control
The user could suggest local positional changes at joints, e.g.,
rotate the elbow from 45 degrees to 60 degrees in l0 seconds.
The system could take into account the mass of the segments
moving and their present velocity and guess how much internal
torque will do this. Using super- or adaptive sampling or
feedback, reasonable torques can be found to accomplish the
desired motion. Before asking "why use dynamics at all,"
consider that only a few joints of the body need be under
positional control at any time. The rest may be left in a simple
state that is automatically dealt with, e.g., relaxed and hanging
loosely, or frozen into a local configuration.
External Positional Control: Goals

It is sometimes handy to pick a point on a body and then a point
in world space where you would like that point to be (a goal). In
this case, a force can be applied starting at the desired body point
and directed toward the goal. Finding the amount of force to pull
the body to the goal at a reasonable speed without overshooting it
or oscillating is sometimes tricky.
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E nvironment I nt eractions

It would be nice if

bodies were to react automatically and
realistically to their environment as well. Attempting this will add
to the cost of the system, because considerable collision detection
may have to be done. A simple brute force method of finding
collisions is to check for the intersection of all the bounding
vertices of an object with the bounding planes of all other objects.

Floors
Floors can be simulated with reasonable success by modeling them
as a combination of a spring and a damper. A spring supplies a
force dependent upon the amount its compressed, ôc, times a
constant fr.

frp, :

kõc

54

Similarly, a damper supplies a force dependent upon its velocity
times a constant.
For complex articulated bodies, it may be well not to use a
constant constant for these equations, but frnd some way of
automatically calculating a reasonable proportionality constant for
the body considering its total motion.
Other Collísions

Collisions with other objects are not fundamentally different from
floor collisions, though the objects' shapes may be different and
they may be expected to move in response as well. In this case,
the collision should be recognized and the collisions forces found
before dynamics is done on the individual objects to frnd their
motion in response to the collisions. For simple bodies, one
might prefer to calculate the effects of collisions directly, rather
than simulating them with springs and dampers. It is also
possible to use analytic collision solutions for some bodies.re
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Numerical Issues
Dynamics is considerably more expensive than kinematics, but
not unreasonably so, given the rapidly decreasing cost of compute
po\ryer. Probably simple dynamics can be done on modern
personal computers without too much trouble. The bells
and
whistles are costly, e.g. collision detection, joint limits, internal
preprocessed control, etc. Lots of work remains to be
done on
this. use of recursive dynamic formulations is a real boon. More
sophisticated numerical integration methods can also help,
Runge-Kutta integration is somewhat more complex to program
and takes longer per time step but much larger time steps can be
used than with the Euler method and results are more accurate.
Adaptive calculations can also help, e.g. use large time steps when
the body is falling freely but very small ones when it hits the floor.
A clever adaptive idea (thanks to Ralph Abraham, uc santa
cruz) is to do a 5th order and a 4th order Runge-Kutta integration
and if they deviate more than some allowed amount, redo them
with a smaller time step.

Who is doing it?
This is by no means a complete list, but the people and places that
are now involved in using dynamics for computer graphics include
the author and Matthew Moorers,ts,2s (at UC Santa Cruz), Bill
Armstrong and Mark Green (at the university of Alberta)
,1,2,3,4
Dave Forsey (at the University of Waterloo),¡r Michael Girard
and A. Maciejewskir', r (at the ohio state university), Dave
Haumannrr (also at the ohio state university), Isaacs and
cohenrs (at cornell), Al Barr (at calTech) with Kurt Fleischer,
John Platt, Dimitri Terzopoulos, and Andrew V/itkin (at
Schlumberger Palo Alto Research or SpAR¡.s,zs,:z (The last
reference, while not really dynamics, is intuitively similar and
could be integrated into a dynamic system.) There are no doubt
many others involved in engineering uses of computer graphics
who also use dynamic simulations, but the author has no specifrc
references to their work. There are also software packages
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available for doing dynamics, though they tend to be expensive
and (being extremely general) slow.

Summary
Use of dynamics for computer graphics has reached the point
where it can be used usefuþ for animation and modeling. It is
possible not only to generate motion for flexible or articulated
rigid bodies using the dynamics equations of motion, but also, at
least simplistically, to model constraints, collisions, and control
the motion through positional suggestions. Certainly, more
sophisticated and efficient methods need to be developed. Beyond
these lowJevel issues of dynamic control, we now need to look
ahead to issues of highJevel control and coordination.l0'24'33 For
this we should explore the related fields of robotics, mechanical
engineering, biomechanics, biology, and control theory.
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